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A NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF INEXTENSIBLE MOORING LINES

Introduction

Since as early as the middle of the nineteenth century analysts

have been trying to predict the static and dynamic behavior of

flexible cables. Problems involving hanging, towing, and mooring

cables have been extensively examined and an excellent review of

work of this nature thru 1970 is presented by Casarell and Parsons
1

.

Very little attention however has been paid to anchor deployment

problems. Figure I illustrates what is commonly called the anchor

deployment problem. A mooring line is attached to a buoy and the

buoy is set in the water. The buoy is allowed to drift down current,

playing out cable from a reel on board a ship. When the line is

played out, the anchor is attached to the free end and cast over-

board.

There are several things of interest involved with the anchor

deployment problem. It is desired to know the time tension, time

position, and time velocity profiles, and whether the profiles vary

for various type lines (steel, dacron, nylon, manila, etc.). It is

of the utmost importance to know if the tensions obtained during

deployment are enough to overstress or break the cable.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the anchor deployment
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problem for steel cable. One end of the cable will be assumed fixed

rather than attached to a buoy.
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Literature Review

The best summary of work in the field of cable statics and

dynamics through 1970 is presented by Casarella and Parsons'. They

list and discuss major works and in their discussions emphasize

significant points in the various papers. Most of the work to date

is in the area of static and dynamic mooring problems. Little work

has been done in the area of anchor deployment problems.

In 1968 Froidevaux and Scholten
2
of Massachusetts Institute of

Technology developed a computer program using a lumped parameter

model to solve the anchor deployment problem for inextensible and

extensible cable. Due to the small time step required for the Runge-

Kutta integration scheme used, computation time was so long that cost

prohibited making a complete run for the extensible case. However,

complete results were obtained for the inextensible case. The

technique used by Froidevaux and Scholten involved deriving the

equations of motion using Newton's second law. For the inelastic

case, this formulation required the use of an iteration scheme to

find tensions. This tended to lessen the accuracy and increase the

computer solution time. No iterations were required in the elastic

case. An additional disadvantage with the Runge-Kutta integration

scheme is that the time step is fixed and allows for no means of

monitoring the integration error.
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Dr. Robert Thresher and Dr. John Nath of Oregon State Univer-

sity3 have developed a computer program to solve the extensible case

of the anchor drop problem for synthetic (nylon,etc.) cable. Their

program is based on a lumped parameter model and uses a predictor-

corrector integration scheme. No iterations for tension are required

and solution times are reasonable since the predictor-corrector

integration scheme employs a variable time step to eliminate the

need to fix the solution rate. Their program will not solve the

inextensible case nor is it practicable for solving problems

involving steel line since increasing the value for the modulus of

elasticity of the cable greatly increases solution time.

Henry T. Wong
4
has solved the dynamic mooring problem for an

extensible cable by deriving the equations of motions using Lagrange's

Method. This approach to the problem appears to have real advantages

based on simplified coordinates and more concise equations.

There appears to be some confusion in the literature about how

to model the hydrodynamic drag effects on a moving cable. Smith,

Moon and Kao
5
have done experimental work on flow past a yawed

cylinder, but their work was not readily applicable to the problem

under consideration. Casarella and Parsons', in their review, dis-

cussed various relationships used to describe the hydrodynamic drag

forces on cables. They recommended using a quadratic model (drag 'u

velocity squared) for normal (flow perpendicular to the cable) drag
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and a linear model (drag ti velocity) for tangential (flow parallel to

the cable) drag. Appropriate constants for the models were also

recommended.

Froidevaux and Scholten
2

encountered a problem concerning

determination of the initial configuration of the cable (an approxi-

mate catenary if a lumped parameter model is used). They set the

initial conditions according to an approximate catenary and allowed

the cable to come to equilibrium. The method was very accurate but

required considerable computational time. Skop and O'Hara6 have

developed a technique called the method of imaginary reactions, that

uses a rapidly converging iteration technique to solve static cable

problems having concentrated loads. The technique is directly

applicable to solving for the initial conditions in the anchor

deployment problem if the lumped parameter model for the cable is

used.
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Derivation of Equations

It was decided to consider the cable as a series of connected,

massless, inextensible rods, with concentrated masses at the hinged

joints connecting the rods (as shown in Figure II). The assumption

of inextensibility for a model was justified by calculating the strain

and elongation of a 150 ft. cable based on a modulus of elasticity

of 1 x 107(see Reference 7) and a maximum tension of 70 lbf for

150 ft, 3/8 in. diameter steel cable (from MIT paper2). The strain

is 6.33 x 10 -5 in/in yielding a total elongation of only 9.5 x 10-3

ft. (.114 in). Based on these calculations, it was felt that neglec-

ting elastic effects for steel cable was justified. The lumped para-

meter model was selected because of its common usage in this type of

problem. As the number of lumps goes to infinity, the solution to

the equations of motion may be expected to approach the solution to

the equations for a continuum model.

The coordinate system selected is shown in Figure III. The x

and y coordinates locate the surface end of the cable. If a buoy is

attached to the cable, the origin is at the initial position of the

buoy and x, y, x, sr, x, and y represent the position, velocity and

acceleration of the buoy. If the surface end of the cable is fixed,

the origin of x and y is at the point of attachment and x, y, 3c, sr,

X,andYallequalzero.Thetheta(Bicoordinates are measured
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from the horizontal plane and are positive in the clockwise direction.

.

Ti and Ni I
th

are the tangential and normal coordinates of the link.

Ti is parallel to the link and positive toward the surface. N. is

perpendicular to the link and is positive in the direction of a

positive £.5..
1 1

It was decided to derive the equations of motion using La-

grange's Method (based on energy rather than forces as in Newtonian

Mechanics). This eliminated tension from the equations of motion.

The Lagrange approach required writing the kinetic energy for the

system in terms of D's and a's. It also required writing equations

for the virtual work done by the system on its surroundings by conser-

vative (gravitational) and non-conservative (fluid drag) forces. If T

denotes kinetic energy ( T = f(D's, A 's)l and 611ii denotes the virtual

work terms (OW. = Q.60 where 60. is an incremental change ine
1

holding all other A's constant), then the equations of motion become:

.

d (9T 1 DT

dt `751---j 30.61q0: Qi
1

i = 1, 2, 3

Two references on Lagrangian Dynamics are Timoshenko and Young8 and

Meirovitch9 .

th.The kinetic energy for the 1 mass is written as

1
= a.)2 + (Sr + k.6. cos 0.)2

j=1 3 3
j=1 J J



=
1

8

[k2 4. 5,2 25( E k.o. sin 8. + 2y E k.;. cos 83 . ] /2
j=1 3 3 3j=1

+ m. /2 /2 k.k cos(0. e
k
)]/2

1 k-1 31(31(3= -

Summing the Ti's yields the total kinetic energy of the system, T.

n n i

T = + Sr)12 :2] m. x m. 1] k.6. sin e.
2

1 =1
. 3 3

i=1 1=1 3=1

+ y 1] m1 . 1] k.8. cos 0.
. . 3
1=1 =1

EEm. t3 k
z .

E ... 6
k83

8
k

cos (8j
k

)

1=1 j=1 k=1

Taking the partial derivative of T with respect to 8i gives:

n

ae.
(it.e. cos 8. + kt.8. sin 0.) E m.

j=i

n j

+ E m. E t.k ;; sin (e e )
3 lkik k i

Next, the partial of T with respect to 6i is required.

n
aT

- (-5(t. sin e. + Sri. cos e.) E m.

1
aO. 1 3. 1 1



n j

+ /2 m. 1] cos(6. - 6.)
3

j=i 3 k=1 1 3

Taking the total time derivative of 0T/D6i gives

Then

()= iti(2i sin ei y cos ei) E m.
dt De.

j=i-

-St.(56 cos 0. + ST8. sin 8,) E m.
1 i 1 1

+ E m. E kkk.1 ek cos(ek - ei)

j=i 3 k=1

n j
.2

1] m. E xe sin(8. - 0k)3 k.lkik

+ /2 m. /2 t.st
k 1
e. sin(6k - Oi)

3 1

d aT @T

dt'05i-
-

ae.
= ki(-Y sin 6i + y cos 6i) /2 m.

j=i

+ ki E m. E
k k

cos(0k 0i)
3

2E m. E 6 sin(8. - )
k k 1 k

For the virtual work term, let

61q. = 60 + 5Wa + 6141T + 6e
1 1 1 1 1

9



where 60 = virtual work due to gravity

&W.
1
= virtual work due to drag

&W. = virtual work due to added mass effect
1

&W. = virtual work due to anchor drag.
1

10

Consider first the gravitational term. The work done by

gravity is conservative, hence 60 can be set equal to -(av/ao.) 60.,
1 1

th.
where V is the potential energy. For the 1 mass

V.
1
= -mi g E Rj sin O.

3

j=1

Summing over all the masses

Then

V = - gE m. 9,; sin 0j

i=1 j=1

n

SW = (gt. cos 0. Em.)
1 1 1 3

j=i

iInordertofind(SW.d , it is first necessary to derive the
1

equations for the drag force on the cable. Let

CNi = (CN pw DZi)/2

and CTi = (CT pw 7 Dki)/2

where

Also let

C
N
= normal drag coefficient

CT = tangential drag coefficient

p
w

= density of water

D = diameter of the cable

k.
1

= length of the i
th

segment.

.

Ni = average normal velocity over the 1
th

segment



Then
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V
Ti = average tangential velocity over segment i

F
Ni = normal drag force on segment i

F
T. = tangential drag force on segment i.

F
N.

=-CN1IT IV
N. N.

1 1

F
T Ti

=-C IV IV
T. T.

It can be easily shown that the equations for the average normal and

th
tangential velocity for the are:

i-1

1

V/i cos .) sin + Sr cos 8
i

j=1 3
3 1 2 1 i 1

VT = 12.0. sin(0. 9.1 ) - R cos O. - Sr sin 8.
11

i 3=1 3 3

To find the virtual work, it is necessary to find how far each link

is displaced by an incremental change, (58i, in polding all other

0'sConstant.TheAxandAydisplacementscausedby(S81 are

Ax = 48.R. sin 8.
1 1 1

Ay = S Oiki cos 8

Transforming this into normal and tangential displacements for a
jth

link.(ANand AT.) yields

AN. = 2.58. cos(0. 0.) j>i
3 1 1 1
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NT. = £.5O. sin (0.
1

- j>i
1 1 3

Thevirtualworkdoneonthejth link by a virtual change SO. in 0.

is then

0 if i<j

-AN. F
N

- AT. F
N

if ikj
. 3 .

3

Making appropriate substitutions and summing, the virtual work for

60. is then
1

n

61/L= (-AN.CN.F -AT.CT. )
3 3 N. N 3. 3 T. T.

j=i 3 J 3 3

Defining

V
T.

< 0

3

E. =

1 V
T.

> 0

3

V
N.
3

< 0

C. =

1 V
N.

> 0

3
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and substituting

(SW.
1

for AN. and
3

n

N
yields

cos(0. 0.).
1 3 3

j-1
1

+
k2 j 3

k=1

CN.
3

cos(0

[-X sin 0.

0.)
k 3

=
1 1

j=i

+ Sr cos 0. +
j

-k.6e. sin(e. 0.)c. CT. cos[-X 0.
j 3

i=1

j-1

-STsin0.+ k
k k

sin(8
k

0.)
j

k=1

,mThe (SW. term comes about because of the boundary layer effect

around the cable. As the cable accelerates, it must accelerate some

of the fluid around it, i.e. an "added mass". Since the effect of

movement in the tangential direction is small, only the added mass

effect in the normal direction will be considered. If

C
I
= added mass coefficient

p
w
= density of water

D = cable diameter

.

J.
th

length of the 1 segment

then the added mass 0, of the ith segment is

C
I

p
w

D29.. /4



th
The average normal acceleration of the

.

link is

0
= -Y sin e. + y cos 8.

1

3 2 j j

E 2,k[ek cos(8k - 0.) sin(6 0.)
j

]
k 3

k=1

.

and the normal displacement of the 3th link, ue to an infini-

tesimal (SO. is
1

Then

0 if j< i

2.60. cos (0. 8.) if j>i
1 1 1 3

SINT = -12 AN. MI't
3 N

j =i

= Net cos(0. 0.) {- K sin O.

j=i

j -1

+ Y cos 8
j 2

+ 2,

j j

1)* + E R,

k
0
k

cos (0
k

0.)

E)2 sin(0
k

-
j

k=1

14
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When considering the anchor, the effect of acceleration of

gravity on the anchor is accounted for by adding the mass of the

anchor to m
n

(last mass) leaving only the work associated with

anchor drag to be dealt with. First, the x and y components of the

anchor velocity, VX, and VY, must be known.

VX = X :E2 9-6. cos 0.

j = 1

VY = 9J
J

0.sin 0.

j=1

Then V, the magnitude of the anchor's velocity is

V =)/VX2 + VY2

and the drag force, F, on the anchor is

F = PwACDV2

where

A = projected surface area of the anchor

C
D

= anchor drag coefficient

p
w

= density of water.

The normal and tangential displacements of the anchor, AN and AT,

for a virtual displacement, (S0i, are known to be
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AN = 2-60. cos(0. 0 )

1 1 1 n

AT = 2.60. - 0 )

1 1 1 n

so if the normal and tangental components of F can be found, the

virtual work for the anchor drag is known. Defining

= arctan (VY/VX)

(see Figure IV), the normal component of drag can be shown to be

DN = sin(4) On)ACD V2

and the tangential component to be

DT = cos (4) On)ACD V2

Hence the virtual work term for anchor drag becomes

a
= -AC

D
V22-1 60. [-cos(8. en) sin (4) On)

1 1 1

+ sin(Oi en) cos (4) On)]

6141 = tisei ACD sin(4) 0i) [(i 2jej cos 0j)2

j=1

20. sin 0
J

.)21

J =1
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Substituting the derivatives of kinetic energy and the virtual

work terms into Lagrange's Equation and dividing by ki yields the

equations of motion for the system

n

(-Y sin 0i + y cos ei) E m.

i=i
n j

k

m.

8k cos(Ok 0i)

n

+ 6k sin(Oi

O.3 ) c.3 C.N.

- 8k)]

[-R sin 0.

j=i

= g cosOi

k=1

n

- cos(0.

j'i j=i

+ k cos 8. + l k.6.
J 2 3 3

j-1

kk ek cos
k

[-* cos O. -

.- O)]

k sin 0.

2+ :!:

k=1

CT.
3

sin(0. 0.)c.
3 3

j=i

j-1
2E kk ek sin(0

k
8.)

J
- E cos(0. - 0.) { sin O.

3

k=1 j=i

i-1

y cos O. +
2 k

Z.0 + 2, cos(0 - 0.)
3 jj k k 3

k=1

n
2

- 62 sin(0
k

0.d} + AC
D

sin(q) 0i)[(* - 52- 0. cos 0.)
3 3

i=1

n

(jr + sin 0.)2]
3 3 3

i=1



Where

k.
1

= length of i
th

segment

th
m. = mass of

.

segment

m.
1

pTrD29,./4
1

p = cable density

D = cable diameter

CN. = C
N
p
w i
7rDt/2

CTi = CTpwTrD2i/2

p
w

= water density

CN and CT are drag coefficients

=

g = gravitational acceleration

-1 if V
N.

< 0

3

1 if V
N

> 0

3

-1 if V
T.

< 0

3

C. =

1 if V
T.

> 0

3

18
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MA = added mass =
I

P
w
7022, .

3
/4

C
I

= added mass coefficient

A = projected anchor area

C
D

= anchor drag

(1) =arctank57+E""sill(5

coefficient
n n

3 JJ J "J
j=1 j=1

It is more convenient to write the equations in matrix form.

If a
a13

is the a
th

row and
Bth column of a n x n matrix, and b

a
is the

a
th element of an n element column matrix, then the equations of

motion in matrix form are

[cos(Oot

n

mi 19,001

1=6

iin(ea-8)Ernif 2, 82
a

= g Ircos8
a mi

i=c5 i=a

cos03a
J

-0.5csinel.JJ 4-57 cos 8.
3

1
+

2
56.0.

j'a

j-1

cos(ek - ej) I

k=1
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1:
E s ill( °

a
e j) ) c C11

3
-5c cos e . Sr sin e .

3 3

j =a

J -1 2

56

k
0
k

sin(0
k

0
j
)

k=1

- [03 MS cosoot ad] f 0:eci,

- M cos(e
a

0.) cos (e - 0.) I Irk b'
a a

i =8

+ fACD sin (4) ea) [ (5( E i.e. cos ei)2

1=1

n

+ (S, + Ri6i sin 002]

i=1

+ 11 (Y sin ea - y cos ea) m.

i= a

+ (i sin ea y cos ea) E MA cos ( e
a

e . )

i=a



where

2 if a<13. a if an

and cS =

if an B if a<13

21

Once the equations of motion had been written, it was necessary

to derive equations for the tension in the links. A Newtonian

approach was used. Let

th
aT = tangential acceleration of the

th
aN = normal acceleration of the

F
T

.th
= tangential drag force of the link

F
N

.th
= normal drag force on the link.

The equation for the summation of forces on the n
th

(last) link in

the tangential direction is

m
n

a
Tn

= Tn g sin An + F
T

/2

n

Solving for Tn yields

T
n

= a
T

mn + mn g sin On FT /2
n n
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th.

For the I link, summation of forces in the tangential direction

gives

m. g sinmi
T.

Ti
1+1 1

8i +1) 0.
1

1

+ [F + F
Ti . 1 1+1 .

1 1+1

cos(0. 0. ) -F sin(0.-0. ) /2
T 1 1+1

Rearranging yields

Ti
1

= m.a
N.

+T. cos(6i
1+1

) + m. g sin
1+1

1

cos(6.F
T1 .

+ F
T1+1 1

e.
+1

)
1.

- F
N1

+1

sin(0.
1 1

0.
+1
,)

Equations for the drag forces have already been derived, leaving

only the equations for tangential accelerations of the masses to be

th.
derived. The x and y accelerations of the 1 mass (a

x.
and a

Y.
)

1 1

can be represented as

a = -E sin 0. + e? cos e.)
x 31

j=1

a = y + E k. (0. cos 0.
3

sin 6.)
J J JYi

j=1



Then

a
T.

= - a
x

cos 13.
1 iX.

+ a sin. e. + k. 02
1 Yi-1

a
N.

= a sin e. + a cos 0. +
1 1x 1X. 1

Yi-1

Substituting for a
x
's and ay 's,

a = R cos 0
i

-IT sin A. + z.02
i

1

i-1

e. sin (0. 0.) + e? cos e. e.)
3 3 3 3 3.

j=1

aN. = 'i sin e. + y cos 0. + 9.

3
I '6. cos (e. - e.)

3

8j 0.)
3 1

j=1

23

By appropriate substitutions, the equations for the tensions in the

links are complete.
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Method of Solution

The matrix form of the equations of motion was manipulated to

take the form

A

[M] represents a psuedo-mass matrix and is dependent on the 0's.

{F} represents a psuedo-force matrix. It is dependent of the O's

and e's and represents the inertial, gravitational, and drag forces

on the cable and anchor. If the e's and 0's are known for an instant

in time, t, the 0's can be calculated by first calculating the

elements of [M] and {F}, then solving matrix equation A as a set

of n equations in n unknowns for the 6's.

To find the 0's and 0's at a time t + At, a second order

predictor corrector method was used. First the predicted values of

the 0's and 0's were computed via

51? (t+At)
1

(t-At) 2 At V. (t)
1

elp (t+At) = ei(t) + At [8i(t) + elpi (t+At) /2 B

From the predicted values of the 0's and 0's at t+At, the predicted

U's at t+At were computed using equation A. Then the corrected

values of the O's and 0's were found using

ei(t+At) = Oi(t) + Ati + q(t+At)] /2



8 +.t At) = 0i(t) + At [ei(t) + ei(t+At) 1/2

The error, E, between the predicted and corrected value of

the e's was monitored via

e. OP

E. - I

1 1

5 e.

D

25

If an E. became too large, the time step was reduced by half,

conversely if the error became too small, the time step was doubled.

Obviously, the time step was decreased to reduce error, while

increasing the time step decreased solution time. When the time

step was changed, a third order Runge-Kutta was used to restart the

solution, as the second order predictor corrector is not self

starting. The Runge-Kutta formulas used were

Mc At 0i (t)

Oli= At 0i (t)

01i = 0. (t) + Kli/2

Oli = Of(t) + Oli/2

Calculate el. via A
1

K2. = At .61.
1 1

Q2i = At 01i

02. = ei(t) -Kli + 2(K2.)

02i = 0i(t) Qli + 2(Q2i)

Calculate.62.via A
1



K3. = 02
1

Q3i = At 62i

ei(t+At.) = 6i(t) + [Kli + 4(K2i) + K3i

0i(t+At) = 0i(t) + [Qli + 4(Q2i) + Q3i

NOTE: 01., 52 e1.
1,

02 01 and 02.

are dummy variables

/6

/6
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Tensions were not calculated at every time step. (Time steps

were about a tenth of a second.) Instead, tensions were calculated

and printed whenever the positions and velocities were printed

(output time increments ranged from one to five seconds).

Figure V is a block diagram of the computational method used.

The method of imaginary reactions
5
was used to find the initial

configuration of the cable.

In order to anchor the free end of the cable when the anchor

reached the bottom, three steps were taken. First, the angular

velocities of the last two links of the cable were adjusted so that

the anchor had zero velocity. This required solving two equations

in two unknowns for the two angular velocities which resulted in

zero anchor velocity. Second, the {F} matrix was altered so that

there was no gravitational acceleration acting on the anchor.

Finally, the mass of the anchor was increased to 1 x 10
9

lb
m

. The

large anchor mass effectively anchored the cable since the tension
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in the cable did not exert enough force to cause any significant

movement of the anchor.

A computer program was written in Fortran to carry out the

procedure illustrated in Figure V. The program was developed on the

Oregon State University CDC3300 computer and run on the Bonneville

Power Administration CDC6400 computer.
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Conformation of Solution

Two simple cases that could be solved analytically were run

to insure that the solution was accurate. The first involved

modeling a simple pendulum and the second involved modeling a linear

compound pendulum.

To model the simple pendulum, three links were used with the

end of the third link fixed (see Figure VI) using a large mass (1 x

10
9

lb
m
) as described earlier. This allowed the first and third

links to act as simple pendulums. Cases were run for linear and

non-linear analytic solutions with and without dampening and added

mass. Satisfactory agreement was obtained between the analytic and

numerical solutions in all cases. Figure VII shows the results in

the phase plane (0 v.s. 0) for a nonlinear simple pendulum with

dampening and added mass.

The model for the compound pendulum is shown in Figure VIII.

The analytic solution for the linear case with no dampening or added

mass was solved for the normal modes of vibration and normal fre-

quencies (eigenvectors and eigenvalues). By starting the pendulum

in a normal mode of vibration (see Figure VIII), the numerical

solution could easily be compared to the analytic solution.

Satisfactory agreement was obtained for both modes. Figure IX shows

the results for the second mode of normal vibrations.
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Results and Discussion

The first anchor deployment problem solved was the one

previously solved at MIT by Froidevaux and Scholten
2

. It involved

a 150 ft., 3/8 in. diameter steel line with an initial span of 145

ft. (25° catenary) and a spherical anchor of 50 lb
m

. Figures X and

XI show a comparison of solutions for position and maximum tension

versus time. The variations in positions could be due to differ-

ences in drag coefficients used in the two solutions. The drag

coefficients and line density were not reported for the MIT solution.

Time to bottom and configuration at impact are approximately the

same. The variations in tension were significant. The maximum

tension predicted by Froidevaux and Scholten was about 70 lbf com-

pared to approximately 120 lbf predicted by the author. Maximum

tension was predicted to occur just before impact with the bottom.

At this point, the component of the gravitational forces contributing

to tension are largest. Taking this into account and allowing for

tension caused by drag and inertial effects, it seems reasonable to

expect the tension in the cable to approach the weight in water of

the line and anchor. The cable and anchor in water weigh about

140 lbf.

The next case examined was a 5660 ft. line with a spherical

anchor of mass 12,000 lb
m

. Diameters of one and two and a half

inches and initial spans of 4304 and 5594 ft. (60° and 15° caten-

aries) were considered. The primary purpose of investigating these

cases was to compare the results with those obtained by Thresher
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and Nath
3
for similar cases involving extensible (nylon and dacron)

lines. Unfortunately, due to lengthy solution times and limited

computer time available, only the initial portion of the drop was

investigated. Certain significant differences between the extensible

and inextensible cases were noted, but not enough information was

available to draw any conclusions.

The final cases investigated involved a 500 ft. line. A base

case with a diameter of 3/4 in., an initial span of 441 ft. (45°

catenary), and a spherical anchor of mass 500 lbm was run. Three

more runs were made, changing first the initial span to 380 ft. (60°

catenary), then changing the anchor mass to 1000 lbm, and finally

reducing the diameter to 1/4 in. Figure XII gives the parameters for

the four runs. Figure XIII shows position versus time for the base

case. This was typical of all four cases.

The position of maximum tension and how the tension varies

throughout the line are of interest. Figure XIV shows tension

versus position (s/L where s is position along the line and L is

the total length) for various times. Maximum tension occurs

initially at the anchor and then moves to the attachment point.

Maximum tension occurs at either the anchor or the fixed end.

Also of interest was the effect of the changes made on the

base case. Figures XV, XVI, and XVII show anchor depth, downward

anchor velocity, and maximum tension versus time, respectively, for

the four cases. Figure XVIII is a listing of the effects of the
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changes. Changing the initial span, the anchor mass, or the diameter

have some effect on downward velocities and position but the effect

was not significant. The effect on the tensions was significant.

Changing the span had little effect on tension. Decreasing the

diameter increased the tension somewhat. Of course, stress is

increased greatly since stress is a function of cross sectional

area. The most dramatic change in tension was caused by increasing

the anchor mass.

It would be desirable to be able to correlate parameters such

as diameter, length, and anchor mass with the maximum expected

tension. Attempts were made to determine the relationships but not

enough data was available. It appears though that the maximum

tension in the line will probably not exceed twice the combined

weight of the anchor and cable. This seems reasonable when compared

with the suddenly applied load factor of two used in design problems.

In the cases run with the line diameter relatively large, results

indicated that the tension will probably not exceed the weight of

the anchor and cable combined.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

It is obvious that much work remains to be done on the anchor

deployment problem. Enough data should be accumulated so that some

correlation between line diameter, line length, anchor mass and

maximum tension can be made. Comparisons should be made between

elastic and inelastic lines in order to determine which type lines

(nylon, dacron, or steel) are most suitable for various applications.

Experimental data is needed to completely confirm the numerical

solutions. Experimental work is also needed to develop accurate

drag relationships for cables.

Another problem needing investigating is the effect of replac-

ing the fixed end with a large buoy under the effect of waves. It

is conceivable that large snaps could occur because of the buoy

motion.

If the program developed is revised, or if someone is working

on a similar problem, it is suggested that the second order

predictor-corrector integration scheme with variable time step be

abandoned. The variable time step introduces too many problems (the

time step has a tendency to oscillate between values). Instead, it

seems appropriate to use a higher order (at least 4
th

) predictor-

corrector with constant time step. It could be started initially

with a ninth order Runge-Kutta. This would decrease solution time

slightly, leave the accuracy about the same, and eliminate the

problems associated with the variable time step.
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Run Length

(ft.)

Diameter

(inches)

Anchor

Mass (lb)

Initial

Span (ft)

1 (base) 500 0.75 500 441

2 500 0.75 500 380

3 500 0.75 1000 441

4 500 0.25 500 441

Figure XII

Cases For A 500' Line
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Appendix I

Real Time - Computational TiMe Correlation

Number of
Links

Computational
Time to Real Time

Line
Length (ft)Dia.(inches)

Line

I..---

Anchor
Mass

-..i

10 7.5-1 500 .75 500

10 10-1 500 .75 1000

10 20-1 500 .25 500

10 12-1 150 .62 50

10 5-1 5660 1.0 12000

15 25-1 5660 1.0 12000

* For CDC6400 Computer

NOTE: Time increases approximately proportionally to the square of

the number of masses (links). This is because the time to

solve for the angular accelerations increases proportional to

the number of masses squared. Solving for accelerations is

a major part of the solution time.
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Appendix II

Computer Program



PROGRAm CABLEi
OI1F4SION TiETA(73:A,TD(3:A,THETA2(3),T02(3C),TDO(3O),T002(30),T01
C(3L),THETA1(30
OIMEvSION T9D1(3:3)
DIMENSION VERROR(31)., PERROK(3C)
COMMON/ANC;IASS/ANCHOR
CO"'3N/POS/X(3J),Y(3C)/T,;.N/TEN(30)/VEL/VX(30),VY(30)/BS/XO,Y0,.X00
CD,XDO,YDO,CENSITY,Y)
COMMON/DRAG2/DRAG(77)/G/GRAV(3()
COMMON/T/TIME,OLLTAT,DELTATN
XC=YO=XO=YO=X00=Y90=0.
RAC 5,TIMECUT,TPRINT,CI,CN,CT,KORRECT

5 FORT(Fb.L,1X,F5.2,1X,F5.4,1X,F4.211X,F5.411X,I2)
TO 6,Da_TAT,=UP,ELOW

6 FORMAT(F6.4,IX,F5.4,1X,Fl1.9)
CALL INPUT( N,DIA,DENSITY,X:,YO,TOTAL,ANCHOR)
CALL ACOlASS(N,DIAICI)
CALL TN(NOIAION,CT,ANCHOR)
PRINT 1,OIA,DENSITY,TOTAL,ANCHOR,XU,YCO
FORM!(///,11H LINE OIA= ,F4.2,/,15H LINE DENSITY= ,F5.1,/,14H LIN
CE LENST'i= ,F4.0,/,14H ANCHOR MASS= ,F7.0,/,7H SPAN= ,F5.13,/,14H WA

CTL:P. )LPTd= ,F5.,/,15H NO. OF SEGMENTS= ,I2)
1S,TIMECDT,TFRINT,,;I,CN,CT,KORRECT

FOR`.1:4T(1JH TIm,ECUT= ,F6.2,/,18H PRINT INCREMENT= ,F5.2,/,13H ADDED
o *A4-3.3 COIF= ,F4.2,61GH DRAG COEF,/,5X,8HNORMAL= ,F4.2,/,5X,12HTAN
OGENTIAL= ,F6.4,/,2LH, NO OF CORRECTIONS= ,I2)
PRINT 16,LUP,ELOW

15 FORMAT(13H ERROR LIMITS,/,5X,7HUPPER= ,F7.4,/,5X,7HtOWER= ,F12.9,/
C////)
CALL INITIAL(N,X0,THETA1,T01)
CALL AOL:LS(N,THETA1)
CALL CCORO(N,XCI,Y0,XDOD,T01)



PRINT
2 FOR".14T (32X,18friINITIAL CONDI1 IONS, ///,1C X 'I-CP-CLINK MASS ,8 X,1HX,1./X1

C1AY, 3X ,7HTFNSION,7X,5HTHETA t3X,9HTHETA DOT, //)
A= .13.14/59
r)C A 1

TiLT:A21.1)=THETA1(I)*A
TO2( I) =T01(.1) 4`t:
PRINT »), 1, TE N( I),THETA2(I),TO2(I),I,X(I),Y(I)

72 FORMAT(11X,12,34X,E.11.495'XtF7.2,3X,F5.2,/,i8X912,5X9F7.295X,F7.2)
40 CONT

PRINT S2,9ELTlT
T( / /i/i,1JH Of L TG T= ,F6.'+, / / / //)

Ti
LI aTt:=JELTrT

N"RL.A ri=

uu IF (Kt7L AG GO TO 62
IfT (11 (N). LT. ) GO TO ea
NFL AG=1
GO TO ±35

63 C &LL 3LT TO;(!`4, TO, TIME)

Nr:L4.
GO TO 175

b2 IF (JRL AG GO TO 7
CALL CALL (N9THETP ,TO
CALL SOL ,/t1 CI, TOD, KOPRE:CT)
CALL PR,L-S OIOT (N, 3EL1A Ty TD-1, ThETA,TO, TOO, THETA 2,T02)



0,3 61 I= 1 N

Trit T41 (1)=1 --ET A (I)

T)1(I)=T3(I)
T3D1 (I)=TD7) ( I)

61 COM INUE
CALL CAL,( ,THET2,T02)

30LV2(A,TC)32,KORR.:CT)
GALL 302 S)2 6T(N,OLLTAT,THLTA1,T01,T001,7002,THETA,TD)
00 e3 I=1,N
Vc:;,c32(I)=(T02(I)TO(I))/(5.4TO(I))
F....0,'3R(I)=(THETA2(I)THLTA(I))/(THETA(I)4.5.)

6; 02 NTINUE
C, I=1,N
IF(AlS(JE-:.-0+;,(I)).LE.LUP) GO TO 112
Irft2LTAT.i.2.i)21) GO TO .,.18
PRIfT 1 5,D:LIATITIME,1

135 FOkMAT(17H UELTA T LIEU) TO ,F9.7,IUH Al TIME= 'F11.7,171-1 BECAUSE 0
CF LINK ,I2)
GO T) 112
OLLTATN=OrLTAT/2.
TImF=TIMI-0-LTAT
T;;H:OK=TCHCK-3LLTAT
03LTAT=DELTATM
FImT 131,0:LTAT,TIME

1O F0Fm1T(221-1 DELTA T OECRZASED TO ,F9.7,1011 AT TIME= ,F11.7)
K2hil3K=KCHLOK+1
IF(KI:HECK.G=.8) CALL EXIT
JFLAG.=(
GG T) 6J

112 CONTINUE



00 11:J i=1,N
IF(AlS(VEROR(I)).GE.ELOW) GO TO 11C
LP.LTITN=DELTAT*2,
69IN1 8J,DELTATN,TIME

35 FOR9'AT(22H DELTA I INCREASEQ TO ,F9,7,10H AT TIME= ,F11.7)
KCH!"-:3K=KCHECK+1
P7(KH.:CK.G3.3) CALL EXIT
JFLA;=L
GO T.) 115

11C CONTINUE
GO T) 115

75 CONTINUE
CALL :0<(N,CLTAT,THETA1,T01,T00,THETA,TO,KORREOT)
jFLAT,=1

115 TI^,F2=TI13 +9_LTAT
TCHc."CK=TOCK+OELTAT
O.:ILTAT=DELTATN
KCHEK=0
IF (TCHECK.G.TPRINT) GO TO 13Q
GO Tl 50

131 TCHETX=T0+:OK-TPINT
135 PRINT 140,TI4E
143 FORM'ATt////,7H TIRE= ,F11.7,/i/61i0(41tHLINK MASS16X,11HCOOROINAT

CES,13X,3AVilLOCITY,7X,12hTHETA THETA,7x,7HTENSIoN,13x,5HERROR,,,,2
C7x,1 ixox,1HY,9x,lhx,7x,IHY,15x,3HDOT123X,5HTHETA,4x0HTHETA DOT,/
C/)
CALL ANGLE.S(N,THETA)
CALL COORO(N,XO,YQ,X0,Y0,70)
CALL TENSION(N,X03,YDD,THETA,TO,TOD,OENSITY,X0,Y000)
A=18)./3,14159
OO I=1,N
THET42(I)=THETA(I)4A
TO2() =TD(I)4A



CN1# 
N2..111? 

3nNI1N00 ,Y; 

(I)1*V=(I)k1 
N'T=I it :"1C 

2**(°177/VI'D*6 eT5T*2**79 *I) =V 
(92)WV/SV140V/(32)7/H1577/NCeikC3 
11.7.1 

(I04VIVN}SSVVOOV 1Niincns 

ON72, 

IIX: 1712 
3nNI1NC2 7`.1.T 

09 Cl 09 

7LT 01 09 (1n3A4I110'3killdi 
E9 01 05 (T*32"...1V7z:N)AI 

(/////)itWc(D 

51NIIN3 19T 

| Z` Z- 9]`X7626944X ¥`Z'Z5`xz`Z`La`X ®S 
4214XLI4/486TTA6XVS.fide447°TT34X47,4269J4X247'94X4216XTT)11.46C 

(I)AAI(I)V0(3 
I)A4(I)VI4(I)e1063A4(I)0e1.-J7k0(I)N1'(I)70/4(I)2V13H14I'1 ST 1Nnd 



SUbP)OTINE INPUT(N,DIA,DENSITY,X),Y,TCTALIANCHOR)
RLAL L,M
CJmk')A/LLNGTH/L(3:-.)/mASS/m(30)/CIPRENT/VC(3C,)/TOTMAS/Tm(30)
READ 10, N,ANCHn,OIA,DENSITY,TOTAL,X0,Y0

A=DEASITY*3.1419*(DIA/24.)**2
OC 3J I=1,N
REAP 2G, L(I),VC(I)

2L] FOmAT(F5.1,1X4F5.2)
3J CONTINUE

3(1)=A*(L(1)+.5*L(2))

DC 35 I=2,N1
.1(1)=.A4..5*(L(1)+LfI41))

37 CONTINUE
m(N)=4*.5*L(N)+ANCFOR
Ttv(N)=m(N)
DO k& I=2,N
K=N+1-I
P1(4()=T9(K+1)+M(K)
CONTINUE

ENO



SUP,POUTINE TNI(N,DibpON,CT,ANOHOR)
REAL L
C'JA!')N/LLNGTH/L(3)/COLF/DT(3010N(33)
COMfr')N/ACOEF/OA
WDEN=64.
9 =CT*WDEN43.141594TIA/12.
:4=CN*WDEN*DIA/12.
DO 1) I=1,N
DN(I)=A4L(I)
OT(1)=P4IL(I)

1U CC!'TINUE
0=N1=.255 *12.*43
VANCAOR=ANLHOR/flENI
RNCAOR=(7.4-VAACHOR/(4.43.14159265))**(1.23.)
AANC1OR=3.14159265*RANCHOR"2
DA=.3WDEN*A-ANCHOR/2.
RETURN



SUPRJUTIN,I. INITIAL(N,XLITHETA,TO)
DIME1SION THEJA(3',:),T0(3A9TX(33),TY(3C)
REAL L,M
COMMOA/LNGTH/L(3.0/MASS/M(30)/TEN/TEN(30)
TlASS=')..j
N1=N-1
10 1] I=1,M1
TMASS=TAASS-(I)
TO(I)=0.JC,

10 CDWIINUE
TO(N)=-U.J:1
TY(N)=.54TMASS
TX (N) =TY (N)
GamH1=.24T4AS
SAV=153:-.H].
TXS=TX(N)
TYS=TY(N)
TX(1)=TX(N)
TY(1)=TMASSTY(N)
TEN(1) =SGRT(TX(1)**2+TY(1)44.2)
A=TY(1)/TX(1)
THETA(1)=ATAN(A)
EXC=L(1)4COS(THETA(1))
EYCJ=L(1)*SIN(THETA(1))
DO 33 I=2,N
TY(I)=TY(I-1)M(I-1)
TX(I)=TX(I-1)
TEN(I)=SORT(TX(I)* 2+TY(I)442)
A=TY(I)/TX(I)
THETA(I)=ATAN(A)
EXC=:X0+L(I)*COS(THETA(I))
EYL=Y:2*L(I)*SIN(THETA(I))

30 CONTINUE



ERO=R=SQ,RT((XC,-EXi)**2+.EY442)
IF(EROR.LT.SAVE) GO TO 4,+:t

G4Mm1=GAMMA/2.
GO TJ 53

47J IFCI2ROR.LE.i;.120 GO TO E-D;-

EXS=EXO
EYCS=EY0
TXS=TX(N)
TYS=-TY(N)
saVi7.=1ROR

53 TY(N)=TX3+GAMMA*(X(-EXJS)/SAVE
TY(N)=TYS+GAMMA*EYCS/SAVi:
GO TO 20

6J CONTINUE
A=3.141592654.2.
DO 7) I-7.10
IF(THLTAII).GT3.14159265) THLTA(I)=THETA(I)-A
CONTINUE
,RETU:-ZN

ENO



SUBP.OUTIN1 CALL(N,THETA,T0)
COMMON/BS/n9MQ,XDIY99XDO,YDDIDENSITY00
DIMEASION T1ETA(30),T9(30)
CALL ANGLES(N,THETA)
CALL COORD(N,X0,1109XO,YO,TO)
CALL MASS(N,YC)
caLL DRAGI(N)
CALL XYMASS1(NIXDO,Y00,Y4.0
CALL GRAVITY(NOE,UENSITY)
CALL 9RAGA(N9THETA)
CALL SETUP(N,TO)
RETURN
END

SURR9UTINE ANGLES(N,RTHETA)
DIMENSION RTHETA(3C)
C9t4`"ON/ANG/S1(30),C1(3A/DIFFANG/S2(30,30),C2(30,30)
OC 10 I=1,N
S1(I)=SIN(RTHETA(I))
Ci(I)=COTHETA(I))
90 JO J=11N
DIrF=RTHETA(I)-RTHETA(J)
S2(I,J)=SIN(DIFF)
02(I,J)=C0S(DIFF)
CONTPAJE
RETURN
ENO



OIME.NISION T3(30)
P = A L L

Cum?',JN/L ,TA;TH/L (Z1 )/ANG/S1 (3J) ,C1 (7':) /FOS/X( 33) ,Y (33 )/VEL/VX (30) 0/
CY(

X (t) =L (1 )#Ci (I) +XQ
(1) (1 )41 (1)+V)

Vx )=XD-L (1)4T0-(1)4S1 (1)
VY )=Y0 +L. (1)*TD(1)401 (1)
"!C I= 2
X ( I ) X ( I ) ( I ) *01 ( I )

( I ) Y (I-1) *L(1)*S1(I)
VX (I)=VX (I71)-L (I)*TO(I)4S1 (I)
VY (1)=VY (1-1)+L(I)*TD(1)*C1 (I)

1, CO NT INUE

ENO



SU :)UTINE. MASS (!'1, Yu )
P.LAL ,AASS1IMASS2
COMPA: TA/T Of lIAS/Ttl (30 /A0MAS/A1436)/OIFFANG/S2 (3L,3C) IC2(30 30)/LENG

OTH/L (30) /mASS/M(30)/NUMMAS/MASS1(3L ,3U) ,MASS2(31i,314)
CC I=1,N
9? PF-J J=1,N
K=1:

SIGMA =1.4,

IF (I.GT. J) GO TO 1C
SIGMA=1,
X=J
CONTINUE
mA7S1(I, J)=Tm(K)*C2(I,J)-.5*SIPIA*A!1(J)1432(I,J)
14SE. (I, J)=-Tm (K)*S2 (I,J)

TOTAm2=0.
00 L3 L1=K,N
TOTALM1=TOTALM1+AM(L1)*C2(I,L1)*C2 (o,L1)
CONT NUE
IF (J.EO.N) GO TO wC

K1=J+1
IF (I .GT. j) K1=I
00 3J 1...1=K1,N
TOTALNi2=TOTALm2+A4 (L1) +02 (I,L1)*S2 (J,L1)

712 CONTINUE
4L; mASS1(I, J)=mAS31(I,J)+TOTALM1

mASS2(I,J)=MASS2(I,J)+TOTALM2
mASS2 (I, J)=4ASS2 (I,J)*1_ (J)

6C CONTINUE
RETURN
=Nn



SUc-ik.OUTINE XYMASS1(N,X00,Y0U.YL)
REAL ,M9L
COMM3N/T CTMAS/ ( 3C) /ADMAS/AM (3C) / LENGT 11/L (3 a) PIASS/M (30 ) /XY/XVIAS

CS( 3f3) /ANG/S1(30) ,C1( 30) /0IFFANG/S2 (33130) ,C2 (3J,30)
OU 2i I=104-
YYMAi'S (I )=:, .0

03
XYMA CI )=XYMASS (I)+ AM(J)*Si (J) C2 (I,J) 4X0D- AM (J)4C1 (J)*C2 CI,A*Y0

CO
1] CONTINUE

XYMA SS (I ) YMASS (I) 4-1.* ( X004-S1( -Y004C1(I))*T!`1(I)
2J CONTINUE

RETURN
N

)UT I NE_ 2RAG1(N)
DIMENSION VN C33) ..ilT( 3C)

COP.1MON/VEL/VY( 3 t) VY (3j ) /ANG/S1 (30 ) ,C1(3L) /0 IFFANG/S2(3C ,30) ,C2 (30
C.130 nuEFIOT (3a) 90N(30) /CURRENT/VC (30)/DRAG2/DRAG(3L
VN (1)=.54 ( (VC (1) -VX(1))*S1(1) 0/Y(1) 4C1( /))

VT (1)=J.

00 1-? I=2,N
J=I-1
VN (I) =.54(1/0(I) +1/4/C(J)-VX(I)-VX(J))*S1(I)+.54 (VY(I)+11Y(J))*C1(I)
VT (I )=.5*(VC (J)-VX tI)-1/X(J))*C1(I) -.54 (VY(I)+VY(J) )*S1(I)
CO NT INUE:-
00 3
0;.'A(I)=3.03
00 23 J=I,N .

DRAG (I)=ORPS (I) -ON (J)*VN(j)*ABS (VN (J))*02(I,J)-OT (J)4VT(J)*A8S (VT(
CJ) )4(S2(I,J)

23 CO NT INUE

3:") CONTINUE
RE TURN
ENO



SUJUTIN: SRAVITY(N,Y1.1,OENSITY)
REAL
COmmlN/MASSPliR)
COm'"ON/AN6/S1(3:A,C1(3,A/TOT!lAS/TA(36)/POS/X(30),Y(30/G/GRAV(30)
WDEN=64.
G=32.2*(9ENSITY-W3i.N)/3ENSITY
OC 13 I=1,N
G:ZAV(I)=G*T1(I)*C1(i)
CCNTINUE
Ii=t1(N).LT.1003 J D.) GO To
OC 20 I=1,N
GAVII)=G;;AV(I)-Nittl4C1(I)*G

2) C3NTINUE
N1=N-1
DC 5') I=1,N1
IF(Y(I).LT.Y3) GO TO 5d
DC 4i J=1,1-
G,ZAV(J)=S;OV(J)-"I 1)*C1(J)+G
CC NT TN U:

CONTINUE
62 CCNTINQE

RETURN
ENC



SUF2,ROUTIN3 ORAGA(Nt THETA)
OIMFASION THETA(3C)
CO'ANION/ACO7F/DA/VEL/ VX (33) IVY (3C ) /ANC/AORAGt 30)
IF (NX(N) NE. CC) C-0 TO 23
PHI= 3.141592b5/2. Jt
GC 10

20 VY (A) / Ar:4S (V X ( 1) )
PHI= VTAN (H)
IF (4)((il) .LT .L 01-) Rf-,I=3.1415265-PHI

3° FORA3 =CiA4 (VX (N)"2+VY (N)**2)
DO 43 I=10
ATRA G ( I) =FJRAG*SIN (THETA (I) -PHI)

4r, CONTINUE
TURN

SUROLITT NE SETUP (NI TO)
REAL mASS1,mASS2
DI"EASION T0(33) TCSQ (3G)
COMM3NIG /GRAV (30) /NUMMAS/MASSi (30,30) ,frASS2( 30,3C) /XY/VtMASS(30)/0-

ORAG2/DRAG (-,)/EOUAL/Tc.UALS (30)
COmwT4/ANC/ADRAG(3t)
00, I!
TOSO (I)=TD (I)"2
CONTINUE
00 I=1,N
;EOUV_S (I
OC 2l J =1,N
EOUA LS (I )=EQUALS (I) +MASS2 (I J)*TOSQ U)
CONTINUE
EQUA-S (I )=E.C.UALS (I) #ADRAG ( I)
EQUALS (I )=EOUALS(I)+GRAV (I)+XYMASS (I) +CRAG(I)
CONTINUE
RETU-2N
cm,10



SUBR3UTIN SOLYE(N,TOD,KOkRLOT)
DIMENSION DELTA(3C),T00(3G)
REAL MASS1,MASS2,L
COMMON/NUMMAS/MASS1(30,35),MASS2(30,30)/EQUAL/EOUALS(30)/RESID/R(3
O0)/W/WORK(30,31) /LENGTH/L(3C)
00 13 I=1,N
WORK(I,N+1)=EOUALS(I)
00 13 J=10
WORK(I,J)=MASS1(I,J)

10 CONTINUE
CALL GAUSS(N,TDO)
IF(KORRECT.EQ.J) GO TO 50
DO 9) K=1,KORRECT
DO 2] I=1,N
R(I)=i0UALS(I)
00 2) J=1,N
".<(I)=.-2,(I)+MASS1(I,J)*TDD(J)

23 CONTINUE
DO 3) I=1,N
WORK(I,N+1).=-R(I)
00 33 J=1,N
KRK(I,J)=MASS1(I,J)
CONTINUE
CALL GAUSS(N,OELTA)
00 43 I=1,N
TOO(I)=TOD(DOLLTA(I)

4C CONTINUE
5C CONTINUE

DO 63 I=1,N
65 TOO(I)=TOD(I)/L(I)

RETURN
END



SUBROUTINE GAUSS(NfX)
DIMENSION X(3C)

'COMM7N/W/WORK(30931)
Ni=N4-1
DO 3J I=1fN
WORKII=WORK(I,I)
IF(WORKII.E0fC.Q0) GO TO 8
GC TO 5

8 PRINT 9
FORN4T(58H LABNORMAL HALT CAUSED BY DIVIDING BY ZERO IN GAUSS ROUTI

ON7i)

CALL EXIT
5 00 iJ J=101

WORK(I1J)=64.0RK(19J)/WORKII
16 CCNTINUE

DO 7j J=11N
WORKIJ=WORK(JII)
DO 23 K=101-
IR(J.Q.I) GO TO 3(
WORK(JfK)=WORK(JfK).-WORK(I,K)*WORKIJ

2( CONTINUE
CONTINUE
00 43 I=19N
X(I)=WORK(I1N+1)

40 CONTINUE
RETURN
NO



SUBOUTINE '-0<(N9DELTAT,THETAllT019TD9,THETA,TO,KORRECT)
DIMENSION THETA1(3t),T01(3i0,T001(3C),THETA(30),T0(30),TD0(30),THE
OTA2(32),T02(36),T002(36),AK1(30),AK2(3C),AK3(30)01(30),Q2(30)103(
C30)
CALL CALL(NITHETA1,101)
CALL SOLVE(N9T0019KORRECT)
DC 1 J I=10
Ak<1(I)=0 ELTAT*T901(I)
)1(I)=0ELTAT*T01(I)
T02(I)=TD1(I)+AK1(I)/2.
THETA2(I)=THETA1(I)+01(I)/2.

1D C1NTINUE
CALL CALL(N,THETA29T02)
CALL SCLVE(N9T0029KORRECT)
00 2j I=19N
AK2(I)=Dt:LTAT*TD02(I)
02(I)=9ELTAT*T02(I)
TO2(I)=-T01(I)AK1(I)+2.*AK2(I)
THETA2(I)=THETA1(I)Q1(I)+2.*Q2(I)

22 CCNTINUE
CALL CALL(N,THETA29TD2)
CALL SOLVE(NITOD2OORRECT)
DC 3) I=11N
AK3(I)=0ELCAT4TOD2(I)
03(I)=0ELTAT4T02(I)
TD(1)=T01(I)+CAK1(I)+4.*AK2(I)+AK3(I))/6.
THETA(I)=THETA1(I)4-(01(I)+4.*Q2(I)+03(I))/6.

3D CCNTINUE
CALL CALL(N,THETAIID)
CALL SOLVE(N9T009KCRRECT)
RETURN
END



SLE;<OUTiik: PLDIGT(N,OLTAT,T01,THETA,TO,TOn,THETA2,702)
OIMEA:;IGN T01(30,THETA(3G)1T0(33),T00(30),THETA2(30),T02(3 )
DC 11 I=1,N
TD2(1)=T31(I)+2.43ELTAT*TOD(I)
T!-iFT1?(I)=THLTA(I)+DELTAT*(TD(I)+TO2(I))/2.
CONTINUE
RETNN
END

SORk.)UTINL-: CUICT(NyOLLTAT,THETAl,T01,T001,TOD2,THETA,TO)
OiMt4SIN THETA1(3L),TD1(36),TU-01(30,7002(30),THETA(30),T0(30)
00 11 I= 1,N
TO(I)=TO1(:)+D:iLTAT*(7001(I)+TO02(I))/2*
THETA(I)=THLTA1(I)+DELTAT7*(T01(I)+TD(I))/2.

10 CONTINUE
RETU-RN
END



SOW< ROI NE TENSION (N XDO1Y00. THETA TO TOO, DENSITY 9XD 'VD, YO)
REAL L,M
DIMENSION THETA (3j). TD(30) 9T00(30) IAT(30) VN (30) .VT( 30)
COMmaN/LENGTH/L (3u )/MASS/M (36) /COEF/OT (3U) IDN(3t))/VEL/VX (30) 91/Y (30

C) /AN; /S1 (3) 101 (3 ci)/DIFFANG/S2 (3c4,30) 9C2(315130)/TEN/T(30.)
UC!`1'..:ON/CIP',ENT /VC (3:') /POS/X (3G) .Y
CONINON/ACOEF/OA
AT (1 )=X 00*C1 (1)Y004S1 (1) 4-L (1)*TO (1)**2
DU 1 J 1=2.N

AT (I) =X 004C1 (I)YOD*S1 (I) (I)*TO ( I) "2
00 1i J=1,T1
AT (1)=AT (I) +L. (J)*(TO11 (J)*S2 (J91)+C2 (J,I)4TD(J)**2)

1"J CC NT DU:
V' J( 1)=. 5*L( 1)* TC( 1 l XO*Si(1) +YD*C1(1) +VC(1)*S1(1)
VT (i)=X 04-C1 (1 ) YO*S1 (1) +VC (1)*C1 (1)

Il=i-1
VN (1)*TD(I) VX(I1)*S1(I)+VY(I1)*C1(I)+VC(I)*S1 (1)
VT (1)=-4 X (I1)4C1 (I)VY (I1) #S1 (I)+VCtI)*C1 (I)

2 CO NT INUE
WOEN=64.0;
G=32.24( O'ENSITYWDEN) /DENSITY
IF ( \MN) .NE..0.00) GO TO 3
PH1=3.14159265/2.
GO 'I) 2

A=VY (N)/A3S (VX (N))
IF (VX(N) .LI.O.O.:)) GO TO 1
PHI= ATAN (A)
GO TO .2

1 A=ABS (A)
PHI=3.14159265ATAN(A)
CONTINUE



T(NY=m(N)*.IT(N)+mtN).*G*51(N)+.5*OT(N)*VT(N)*ABSJVT(N))+DA*(VX(N)"
'2,24VY(A-4.*2)*COS(PHI-THETA(N))

T(N)=T(N)-M(N)*G451(N)-M(N)*AT(N)
DO FJ I=2,N
K=N+1-I
K1=K+1
T(K)=!A(K)*AT(K)+T(K1)*C2(K9K1)+m(K)4G*S1(K)+.5*(0T(K)*VT(K)*ABS(VT
CM)4-0T(K1)*C2(K,K1)*VT(K1)*ABS(VT(K1))-DN(K1)4S2UK,K1)4VN(K1)*ABS
C(VN(<1)))
F(Y(K).Gt.Y )1(K)=TIK)7(K)*G4S1(K)
CC)NTINUE
DO 40 I=19N
1(I)=T(I)/F2.2
CONTINUE
R.'ITURN

E1C



SiRPOUTINE 3OTTOM(NyTOITIME)-
REAL L,M
DIME ASION T1(30)
COWI3N/LENGTH/L(30)/ANG/S1(3j),C1(36)/CIFFANG/S2(3U,30),C2(30,30)/

OMAF.SP1(371)/TOTMAS/TM(30)
NI=N1
N7=N2
A=8=0.0
DO 1J 1=102
C=L(I)*TD(I)
A=A+C*S2(I,N)
B=B+C*S2(1,N1)

13 CONTINUE
TO(N1)=A/(L(N1)*S2(N,N1))
TO(N)=P/(L(N)*S2(NltN))
PRINT 2JITIME

20 FORMAT (////922H STOP CALLED AT TIME ,F11.7)
M(N)=M(N)+1LOLJOtij.
00 3) I=1,N
P.1(I)=TM(I)+10JAL600.

30 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO
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Densities

Appendix III

Constants Used

Line 349 lbm/ft3

Anchor 442 lbm/ft
3

Water 64 lbm/ft3

Added Mass Coefficient 0.5

Drag Coefficients

Normal 1.40

Tangential 0.0112

Anchor 0.5

Error Limits

Upper 0.10

Lower 0.0000010

Gravitational Acceleration 32.2 ft /sect


